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CANOE CHARTER 
Our activity being a nature activity, in this orientation is sought by many calm, 

conviviality and a relationship with nature. To meet these expectations, our canoe services are only 

possible according to a “charter” that you will find below: 

How the canoe services work: 

 

Transport for all participants: We have set up transport logistics allowing our 

customers to simplify the canoeing experience by transporting all participants. 

 

A meeting and arrival point at our base: Our meeting point is always on our base at specific times 

designed to make 4 successive departures: 8.10 a.m. – 9.40 a.m. – 12.50 p.m. – 2.10 p.m. 

Our base is the arrival of the course in order to allow our customers to benefit from secure parking allowing them to 

leave sensitive and useless business for navigation in their vehicles by entrusting us with the keys of the vehicles (no risk of loss 

and breakage of objects or keys) but above all not to disperse lots of vehicles around the river.  

 

A common schedule: All the teams of the same formula have the same appointment schedule and the same end 

requirement. We cannot postpone a departure of several teams due to a late team, in particular so as not to impact the time 

available on the river. Being late on the appointment schedule, it is risky not to be able to leave on the departure in question and to 

suffer a cancellation of your service at these costs: be on time. 

 Info: the meeting slot corresponds to the time devoted to registration and equipment, in the event of a delay, the briefings may have already started. 

Always inform us by all means of a delay. 

 

 Final time compliance: Depending on the formula (11:45 a.m., 4:45 p.m., 5:45 p.m. or 4:00 p.m.) an end imperative is 

defined in order to allow us to organize your arrival on our site but also to carry out the cleaning and the preparation of the 

nautical equipment. This schedule must be respected. Please note: following abuse, non-compliance is now invoiced. 

Autonomous navigation, yes, but with rules: 

 

Respect the schedules: The schedules have been defined by our experience and our general operation. 

 

 Driver: arrive and leave the base at a walking pace (10 km/h): the exit from our base is crossed by a 

very busy cycle path (walkers, children, bicycles). Info: in the event of dangerous traffic on our base, your service may be canceled at your expense. 

 

 An immersion in nature: Canoeing is a nature activity; speakers, music and others are prohibited during 

navigation and around the river. Other users may be present on the river and / or surroundings (fishermen, walkers, swimmers), 

the canoe should not be a hindrance. 

 Navigation with a dog: By informing us, it is possible to navigate with a dog (swimming breed) in a Canadian 

canoe. But if in navigation, you will have to remove collar, harness or leash from your dog, on our base and during your landings, 

it must be attached (presence of animals on our base). 

 Respect local residents and the environment: The routes cross towns but also protected natural areas, 

discretion and respect for others contributes to the success of a canoe trip. The canoe should not be a hindrance. 

 Fires: fires or barbecues are prohibited on the river or around it. 

 Smokers: Manage your cigarette butts by taking them with you to the end of your; we have bins and ashtrays on our 

base to place them there. 

 Management of your waste : Whatever the waste created or found on the river, bring it back with you by 

anticipating its sorting, our base is equipped with a sorting bin to process it. Sort your waste. During navigation, it is forbidden to 

navigate with waste placed on the bottom of the canoe or with a rope tied in the canoe. 

The consumption of alcohol is PROHIBITED on the river and its surroundings. : Following 

various abuses, incidents, loss of waste in the river, the consumption of alcohol during the activity is now PROHIBITED on the 

river and its surroundings. Anyone with alcoholism before the activity will be REFUSED. 
  

If your view of canoeing is different drom a nature activity, we cannot accommodate you. 


